OUR MISSION IS TO END HUMAN TRAFFICKING.

DeliverFund creates solutions and leverages technology to bring an end to human trafficking by going after the root of the evil - the traffickers.

WE ARE UNIQUELY POSITIONED AND TRAINED

We have decades of experience and the brightest minds from the CIA, NSA, Special Ops, and Law Enforcement. At DeliverFund, we continue using our specialized training to create solutions and technology to protect your community from the horrors of human trafficking.

DeliverFund is the only nonprofit gathering information and creating technology to arrest traffickers with our law enforcement partners, while continuing to give hope and support to survivors of human trafficking.

THE PROBLEM

- Human traffickers actively exploit the lack of communication between law enforcement jurisdictions by moving across state lines.
- If you just rescue a victim, you incentivize the recruitment of future victims.
- Traffickers use technology to identify and groom victims, and over 80% of purchasers buy illicit sex online.

THE SOLUTION

- DeliverFund is the only entity coordinating human trafficking cases on a national and international level.
- DeliverFund is focusing on the prevention of the crime by going after the human trafficker.
- DeliverFund has the largest analyst-curated human trafficking database, using the technology traffickers use against them.
THE FACTS

- **Over 50%** of victims in federal human trafficking prosecutions are children.
  
  - Human Trafficking Institute
- The average age of a child sex trafficking victim in the United States is **15 years old**.
  
  - National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
- **Over 80%** of purchasers buy illicit sex online.
  
  - Human Trafficking Institute
- **94%** of trafficked victims are female.
  
  - UN Office on Drugs and Crime

OUR IMPACT

- **Over 1000** law enforcement partners trained
- **Over 3000** intelligence reports provided
- **100%** conviction rate
- **Over 150** operations supporting law enforcement
- **320** sex-buyers arrested in 2022
- Facilitated the rescue of **167** trafficking victims in 2022
- Facilitated the rescue of **15** minor trafficking victims in 2022

TECH THAT PROTECTS

DeliverFund technology is a game-changer. It tracks human traffickers’ activity online. It grants law enforcement access to critical data across jurisdictions. It helps build stronger cases that put more human traffickers behind bars. It is the largest analyst-curated human trafficking database on earth. It’s tech that protects.

We bring brilliant minds and brilliant tech together to fight injustice at scale. Learn more at deliverfund.org/about

OUR MISSION STATEMENT

DeliverFund disrupts global human trafficking markets by combining uniquely qualified personnel with the best technologies and then leveraging them in new ways to reach and rescue victims of human trafficking.

JOIN THE FIGHT

Together, we can keep our communities safe by bringing human traffickers to justice.

When you donate to DeliverFund, you give us the means to develop advanced software to track traffickers, advise and train our law enforcement partners, and assist trafficking victims in escaping the cycle of exploitation.